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EDITORIAL
is no doubt that the 33rd EEASA conference was a
resounding success, thanks to the warm and highly
Welcome to the bumper 2015 EEASA Bulle6n! Once
again we are glad to reconnect with you a@er some
period of lull, largely due to the minimum contribu6on
by members to the Bulle6n.

Raditloaneng
Prof. Wapula Botswana
University of

Mr. Ma
Unive noah Much
an
rsity o
f Zam ga
bia

Dr. Ntha Silo
University of Botswana

On a posi6ve note, the EEASA candle con6nues to burn
as in the last 33 years. We have seen EEASA annual
conferences and mee6ngs growing from strength to
strength. It is our hope that EEASA will survive beyond
100 years through the current genera6on and those s6ll
to come a@er us.
Your collec6ve passion and labour will never be in vain
as we reﬂect on the milestones we have achieved during
the past 33 years and during the UN Decade of
Educa6on for Sustainable Development (UNDESD)! It is
our sincere hope that with the same passion and
commitment, even more, we will all scale up in our
prac6ces as we enter into new era of the post-decade.
Learning from our prac6ces and others as illustrated in
features inside this issue, we hope that each and every
one of us does ﬁnd a niche in one or more of the priority
areas of the Global Ac6on Program (GAP).
Our deepest and hearTelt gra6tude goes to all who
There contributed to the current issue of the Bulle6n. Without
your thoughTul contribu6ons, this Bulle6n issue would
not have been published. On this note we would like to
encourage and urge members to share whatever you are
doing in your prac6ces through very brief ar6cles of less
than four pages in our Bulle6n as illustrated in the
“Guidelines for EEASA Bulle6n contributors”.
Once again we appeal to you to share all the wonderful
work you are doing and the outcome of your ini6a6ves
through this vehicle, the EEASA Bulle6n. This Bulle6n is
ours and its success is en6rely dependent on our regular
contribu6ons towards it!!
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FEATURES
Summary of 2015 EEASA Conference
Editorial Team
There is no doubt that the 33rd EEASA conference
was a resounding success, thanks to the warm and
highly organised hosting by the intriguing Kingdom
of Swaziland!!! It featured a highly interactive youth
programme that ran throughout the conference.
The conference which was officially opened by the
Honourable Prime Minister of Swaziland Dr
Sibusiso Barnabas Dlamini accompanied by
Minister of Tourism and Environmental Affairs
Hon. Jabulani C. Mabuza. They both recognised
and appreciated the contribution EEASA has made
to the advancement of environmental education in
the region over the years. They committed and
pledged the continued support of the Government
of the Kingdom of Swaziland for all endeavours by
EEASA in the implementation of the post 2015
sustainable development goals.
The delegates were also warmly welcomed by the
Chair of the Swaziland Environment Authority
Board, Ms Thembi Gama and the EEASA President
Prof M. J. Ketlhoilwe. Part of the delegate
welcome included the singing of the African Unity
and the Swazi national anthems, and exciting
entertainment offered by the Siteki School for the
Deaf.
The EEASA president called for scaling up of postESD decade initiatives, through planning new
programmes and activities that take issues of
environment and sustainability seriously into the
Global Action Program (GAP). Individual
professional networking, creating necessary
change, firm commitments, strategic partnerships
and networking, hosting EEASA conferences and
serving in the EEASA council portfolios were some

of the many ways of advancing the post ESD
agenda. He emphasised that best practices
should be promoted and shared through the
EEASA publications. In his welcome address, the
EEASA president also emphasised the need to
reflect on the EEASA activities in the decade, to
network and support EEASA council, networks and
publications. He urged countries to host EEASA to
raise the environmental and sustainability
education high on national agenda.
Another key presentation for the plenary session
was the address by a youth representative, Teyise
Ndzinisa on "The Future We Want: Voices of the
Youth" which highlighted the plight of the youth in
terms of their need to be provided with space and
opportunity to contribute and actively participate
in environmental and sustainability initiatives to
shape the future they want.
Support from UNEP came in the form of a
keynote address by Mr Brian Wasala in which he
reiterated the impor tance of re-orienting
environmental and sustainability education and
activities towards the creation of sustainable
societies. Other keynote speakers included Dr Jim
Taylor who shared some ideas on shaping the GAP
for the UNESCO Post-2015 ESD Agenda; Hubert
Gijzen, Director Regional Science Bureau for Asia
& Pacific, who shed some light on the role of
UNESCO in supporting country initiatives towards
implementation of the GAP; and Dr. Irma Allen who
further gave some insight on possible actions and
opportunities for ESD in the region within the GAP
framework.
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FEATURES
33rd EEASA Conference Resolutions
Caleb Mandikonza

The 33rd EEASA International Conference was
organised to deliberate issues under the theme
“Creating Sustainable Societies: Scaling up
Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)
through the UNESCO Global Action Programme
(GAP)”. The theme responded to the post
United Nations Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development (DESD) as well as the
coming to an end of the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) whilst at the same
time acknowledging the imminent launch of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The
purpose of the conference was to provide a
platform for practitioners within the SADC to
share and learn together; to propose and
suppor t approaches and campaigns to
strengthen environment and sustainability
education; and to strengthen the local networks
on environmental education and related
sectors. One way to consolidate the conference
was to pick out key issues in the presentations
and put them together as a take home package
for the EEASA community.
A team of seven (7) volunteers was constituted
to pick out key themes, issues and concerns for
environment and sustainability learning in
southern Africa from the presentations. They
attended all plenary and as many of the parallel
pr esentations as w as possible. T he
consolidated themes were then written up as
resolutions which were presented to the
conference delegates in plenary for further
input and adoption. The conference delegates

adopted the draft resolutions with the further
inputs that were raised at the plenary as the
33rd EEASA Conference Resolution, called the
Matsapa Declaration.
Please read through the Matsapha Declaration
below, and consider input that you will bring to
the conference for the 34th Conference
Resolutions. If you are not attending the
conference, you can send your input to Caleb
Mandikonza: calebmandikonza@gmail.com
The Matsapa Declaration
We, the participants to the 33rd International
Conference of EEASA and ESD practitioners in
southern Africa, representing our countries
within the SADC region and beyond, recognising
our contextual conditions and diverse cultures,
gathered in Matsapha, Swaziland, resolve and
commit ourselves to scale up Education for
Sustainable Development (ESD) through the
UNESCO Global Action Programme (GAP) that
came out of Nagoya, Japan in November 2014
when the world marked the end of the Decade
of Education for Sustainable Development
(DESD).
1. Taking note that countries are at
different levels of understanding and
mainstreaming ESD into existing formal,
non-formal and informal education and
relevant policies, we resolve that a one
size fits all approach to scaling up ESD
5

under the GAP will not be the most
effective way. As such, country specific
approaches need to be developed and
adopted.
2. Whereas there are countries with active
and functional national EEASA Nodes,
we commit to promote and enhance the
functionality of EEASA Nodes to ensure
expansion of the membership base of
EEASA as well as seamless coordination
and consolidation of GAP efforts within
the SADC region. We further commit to
continue influencing policy in order to
advance the sustainability agenda and
actively mobilise political leadership for
endorsements and involvement.
3. Wherein there may be an edge to
embark on developing new ESD policies
in some instances, we are of the view
that auditing existing policies for
alignment with the GAP as it aligns with
the SDGs (especially SDG 4 on education
and target 4.7) may present quick and
big wins for implementation through
strategies and action plans leading to
the future we want.
4. Acknowledging the rich history of EEASA
since Treverton 1982, and the work
that has been done to grow the
organisation in the past 33 years as well
as the commitments of the founding
fathers, we resolve that there is a need
to have EEASA conferences run along
the lines of addressing key emerging
ESD matters including, but not limited
to: the Global Action Programme (GAP)
on Education for Sustainable
Development, Gaborone Declaration on
Environmental Education, the green
economy, Education 2030, the New

Global Development Agenda that
enshrines the SDGs, Means of
Implementation (Addis Ababa Action
Accord), Africa’s Agenda 2063 and the
new global climate treaty that will
emerge from Paris COP21.
5. Whereas the EEASA, through inputs
from its administrative structures and
member base have put in place
publication platforms that include the
conference proceedings, the Southern
African Journal of Environmental
Education (SAJEE), monographs etc., we
commit to the continuous improvement
in the quality and quantity of
publications, including meaningful
capacity building in order to sustain
knowledge sharing.
6. Recalling the impact EEASA has in
driving the agenda for ESD, and
recognising that the world has changed
significantly since the adoption of the
Tbilisi Declaration on Environmental
Education in 1977, we resolve to reenergise EEASA as a solutions and
practice-oriented, educating, training,
research and innovation hub as well as
a community engaged organisation so
as to remain relevant across all sectors
of society, including business, national
government (in reach) and across
regional economic commissions (RECs),
the Africa Union and at the international
level (outreach).
7. Recognising that knowledge sharing
forms part of progressive
organisations, we commit to promote a
culture of sharing knowledge and good
sustainability practices through
communicating our experiences and
6

forging, sustaining and harnessing
international, regional, national and
local partnerships for the seamless
implementation of ESD.
8. Wherein communities remain central to
the effective delivery of ESD, the
realisation of the GAP and fulfilment of
the SDGs, we commit to engage
communities and enhance learning
through participatory approaches in the
co-production of knowledge, genderbalanced practices and values for
sustainable development, taking note of
a need to involve people living with
disabilities and any marginalised groups.
9. Recognising the role of the youth in the
society today and as the future citizens
of the world and acknowledging the
importance that GAP and ESD places on
youth and the role that they can play in
advancing the Environmental Education
legacy through platforms provided by
EEASA, we resolve to continue to
mobilise youth and expand their
networks across the SADC region.
Further, we commit to channel our
efforts, at country level, to facilitate the
empowerment of youth (in and out of
school) through non-formal, informal
and formal training and innovation- and
solutions-focused, practice-based
approaches that will ensure that they
gain requisite knowledge, skills, attitude
and values to address their contextspecific environmental issues and
participate meaningfully in
environmental action-oriented
programmes which shall be shared at
every EEASA conference.

of society and noting the need to
expand EE networks, we resolve to
continue growing the EEASA
membership in our countries.
11. Realising the importance of emerging
communication media, EEASA resolves
to apply the most appropriate
Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) and social media
platforms.
________________________

We commit to implement these
resolutions through ongoing
(formative) reflections during
annual EEASA International
Conferences and perform a
summative review on progress
after three (3) years during the
36th International Conference
of the EEASA.

10. Given our strategic objective and desire
to reinforce and entrench EE at all levels
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FEATURES
Highlights of Past Council Activities:
EEASA Conferences
Caleb Mandikonza

Despite time and financial and other
constraints, EEASA council members have
continued to meet online and during capacity
building to help them deliberate on the
councillor’s mandate. A three days’ workshop
was held for EEASA council members on
Checklist for Improved Productivity (CLIP) to
help members to improve their productivity and
share what works with others in their respective
countries.
7th

A one week meeting was held beginning
October 2013 to give councillors an
opportunity to share their thoughts and ideas
on different council portfolios.
Conferences are one of the two flagship
programmes of EEASA. We are looking forward
to strengthening the needs of the sub-region
and EEASA’s UNESCO GAP commitments
through the conferences. Here are some
highlights of conferences that have been
hosted by membership.
EEASA 2012
Hosted by Rhodes University in Grahamstown,
South Africa, EEASA celebrated the 30th
anniversary of EEASA conferences and AGMs in
September 2012. One of the key
recommendations that came out of the 30th
EEASA conference was the need to mainstream

environmental education especially in formal
institutions from primary school, secondary all
the way to tertiary levels of schooling.
Mainstreaming Environmental Sustainability
Development in Southern African Universities
(MESA), GUPES, and other initiatives are key to
lifelong learning for environmental sustainability.
EEASA 2013
Malawi hosted the 31st EEASA conference from
the 10-12th September 2013, Crossroads
Hotel, Lilongwe. The conference theme was
“Green economy: Insights and perspectives for
environmental education in Southern Africa”.
One of the key recommendations as we were
rounding up the UNDESD was the need to
support the greening of TVET.
EEASA 2014
The University of Namibia (UNAM) and the
Namibian Environmental Education Network
(NEEN), hosted the 32nd Annual EEASA
conference in Windhoek from the 9th to the
12th of September 2014. The conference was
held under the theme “Reflections on the
current and emerging ESD issues and practices
infor ming the post DESD Fr amewor k
Programme”. At this conference there was a
resolution to transit towards paperless EEASA.
It was agreed to make the SAJEE and Bulletins
electronic and make them freely available for
8

better support of the southern African voice
and scholarship.

EEASA 2016
The 34th EEASA Conference will take place
during the period 3-6 October 2016.

EEASA 2015

It is hosted by the Gauteng Environmental
Education Forum (GEEF) under the conference
theme “Environment and Sustainability
Education and Training to meet the Post 2015
Sustainable Development Goals.”

The 33rd EEASA Conference was hosted by the
Swaziland Environmental Agency (SEA) in
conjunction with the MESA Chair of Education
for Sustainability (held by the University of
Swaziland) from 21st -24th September 2015.
The conference theme was “Creating
sustainable societies: Scaling up ESD through
Global Action Programme.” This was most
relevant following EEASA’s commitment to the
UNESCO GAP in Japan in November 2014. The
conference came up with resolutions dubbed
The Matsapha Declaration, that can guide
institutions and individuals to implement
environment and sustainability learning and
which are available on the EEASA website.

Conference registration information is available
at
https://www.facebook.com/
eeasaconference2016/
and further information can be inquired from
Ulisha van der Merwe at
info@eeasaconference2016.co.za

New EEASA publication now available:

Education for Sustainable Development in
Southern Africa
For details contact: Dr Alex Kanyimba
akanyimba@unam.na

The period 2005 - 2014 was declared the United
Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (UNDESD). In November 2014, the UNESCO World Conference on Education for Sustainable
Development launched the Global Action Program
(GAP) on ESD as the official UNESCO follow-up to
the DESD. The GAP on ESD seeks to engender and
scale-up tangible actions in ESD.

Networking is a key enabler for meeting sustainability challenges in natural resource management.
Networks are firmly embedded in the EEASA strategies. The book presents some of EEASA excellent
examples, strategies, opportunities and successes in
facilitating and scaling up of local agency, mobilizing
actors, nurturing ownership and expanding environmental and sustainability actions. The excellent examples of EEASA nodes manifesting national-level
networking, local actions and monitoring and evaluation are from Botswana National Environmental
Education Association of Southern Africa (NEEASA),
the Namibia National Environmental Education Network (NEEN) and the Seychelles EEASA node.

Professor M.J. Ketlhoilwe
President: Environmental Education Association of
Southern Africa

This book documents practices informing the post-Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (DESD) in Southern Africa. The period 2005-2014 was declared the United Nations Decade of
Education for Sustainable Development (UNDESD), with the United Nations Educational Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) being the designated lead agency for the decade. The international community agreed to integrate ESD more actively into education beyond the UNDESD. In
2013, the 37th session of the General Conference of UNESCO endorsed the Global Action Programme
(GAP) on ESD as a follow-up to the UNDESD. The GAP focuses on generating and multiplying
ESD action around the world and making a concrete contribution to the post-2015 agenda. ESD is
a dynamic concept that encompasses a new vision for education, seeking to empower people of all
ages to assume responsibility for creating and enjoying a sustainable future. The overall aim of ESD
is to empower citizens to act for positive environmental and social change, implying a participatory
and action-oriented approach. Hence, ESD must find space not only in higher education curricula
but also in leadership and decision-making structures of institutions. The publication of this book is
the recognition that the sharing of knowledge forms part of progressive organizations and enhances
the promotion of a culture of sharing sustainability knowledge by communicating experiences that
can result in the incessant implementation of ESD, which would inform the GAP in the Southern
African region and beyond.
The chapters of this book emerged from conference papers presented during the Environmental
Education Conference of Southern Africa (EEASA), which took place at the University of Namibia
(UNAM), Windhoek Campus, from 9-12 September 2014. The book coalesces around TWO main
sections and themes: Part 1 consists of the Introductory Chapter that provides the reader with an
overview of what to expect from the content of the book. Part 2 comprises 11 chapters that comprehensively narrate on the pertinent issues of sustainable development in education.
The book is the end-product resulting from the collective contribution of 22 authors from higher
education institutions in Southern Africa. It is coordinated through the Namibia Environmental Education Network (NEEN) and is financed by the Namibia National Commission for UNESCO (NATCOM). This peer-reviewed book on ESD in Southern Africa is the first of its kind to be published by
NEEN. The publication of this book is supported by the NATCOM, EEASA and the Namibia Ministry
of Environment and Tourism.
Dr. Alex Kanyimba
Dr. Alex Kanyimba is a Senior Lecturer in Environmental Education and Deputy Director of the Centre for Research and Publications at the University of Namibia

United Nations
Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is
the term used to describe the practice of collectively teaching for Sustainable Development (SD).

Education for
Sustainable Development
in Southern Africa
Alex Kanyimba (Editor)

ESD is most used internationally by the United
Nations (UN) and the Agenda 21 Protocol was
one of the first international documents after the
Brundtland Report in the 80’s to identify education as an essential tool for achieving sustainable
development. In 2002, Resolution 57/254 of the
UN General Assembly proclaimed the United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (UNDESD) from 2005-2014. In 2013, the
37th session of the General Conference of UNESCO
endorsed the Global Action Programme (GAP) on
ESD as the follow-up to the UNDESD. The international implementation scheme drafted by UNESCO
provided the blue print for the implementation of
ESD in the basic education, teacher education, vocational education, higher education and in public
education and awareness programmes of several
countries around the world.
Numerous higher education institutions have
been debating the integration of sustainable development principles into teaching, research, com-

Education for Sustainable Development in Southern Africa

There are a number of ways in which the book can
add and inform the Global Action programme. Some
chapters deal with the transformation of learning and
training environments to integrate ESD and systems
thinking in higher education within Namibian and
Swaziland contexts. The book also touches on the issue of capacities for educators through the proposed
model to achieve the GAP in Namibia. It further
presents on the notion of teacher attributes and the
affective domain to improve teaching of sustainable
development issues such as desertification in Namibia. Moreover, the book presents measures that can
lead to the acceleration of sustainable solutions at
local level. There are practices pertaining to natural
resources management in Kenya, land use practices
in Namibia, scaling up water-for-food across Southern Africa, the contribution of ESD to poverty reduction in Zambia and the measures for community
access to basic resources in Botswana. The practice
that speaks about mobilization of environmental and
sustainability actors and action through the creation
of nodes in Southern Africa could inform the process
of creating multi-stakeholder ESD networks

Education for Sustainable Development in
Southern Africa
Alex Kanyimba (Editor)

This book entitled Education for Sustainable Development in Southern Africa is written by 22 authors.
The authors are practitioners from the higher education institution across southern Africa. The book
documents some of the practices of the Southern African practitioners that were undertaken during the
United Nations Decade of Education for sustainable
Development.

munity services, institutional management and
operational systems. However, the debate thus
far has focused primarily on reasons why sustainable development principles need widespread
acceptance. This book, Education for Sustainable
Development in Southern Africa, specifies some of
the actions that higher education institutions can
do to implement ESD in teaching and community
service. It also presents practices relating to how
communities and local actors could implement
sustainable development practices in operations.
Through these practices, the book is informing the
implementation of the Global Action Programme
on ESD in Southern Africa and beyond. The implementation of ESD can be enhanced through
networking including teaching across disciplinary
boundaries and establishing sustainability commons. This book provides practical experiences on
how nodes can further contribute to the Global Action Programme on ESD through networking and
establishing sustainability commons.

Mr. Teofilus Nghitila
Environmental Commissioner
Namibia Ministry of Environment and Tourism
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FEATURES
Case Studies for UNECCC, UNESCO
& CEE
Jim Taylor
WESSA, South Africa

Introduction
This collection of brief South African case studies
was collated as part of a global survey
commissioned by the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC), UNESCO
and Centre for Environment Education (CEE). The
aim was to identify and develop examples of
Education for Sustainable Development, and
examine how these have led to climate change
mitigation.
In collating the case studies in Africa, many of
those engaged in dynamic EE practices,
responded that they could not submit their project
as a case study as their work was primarily
focused on Climate Change adaptation and not
mitigation which was the focus of the survey.
This was an unfortunate emphasis placed on
climate change mitigation, and little to no mention
of adaptation as many projects were therefore
omitted from the survey.
This is a concern in South Africa, where adaption
has an equal if not more active place in climate
change education programmes.

As Lotz-Sisitka
(2009:81) points out, in
southern Africa, there is a danger of mimicking
counterparts in developed countries that were
high emission producers, leading to a historical
articulations of climate change education that lack
responsive location. Lotz-Sisitka (2009:82)
argues that in Southern Africa there is a need
for both mitigation practices and adaptation
practices, with adaptation practices being more
pronounced amongst the majority of the
population in the region than mitigation. And that
within South Africa, it is often the case of
adaptation and sustainability practices are
inclusive of mitigation practices and other
initiatives aimed at responding to socio-ecological
issues and risks.
As such I provide four dynamic case studies within
South Africa that reveal this multi-faceted
approach to climate change education. These
case studies, alongside others from around the
world, were presented at the World Conference
on ESD in Nagoya, Japan, 10-12 November 2014
and at UNFCCC COP20, Lima, Peru, 1-12 December
2014.
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FEATURES
Case Studies for UNECCC, UNESCO & CEE
The COPART Climate Train
Dylan McGarry
Environmental Learning Research Centre, Rhodes University
Objectives: To create a listening and educational
platform that used various disciplines to
understand the impact of Climate Change across
South Africa. The objective was to create a multigenre educational space for citizens of South
Africa as a means to participate in Climate
discussions as an alternative to the COP17
negotiations held in South Africa at the time.
Activities: The Climate Train was a collaborative
social mobilisation project that aimed to create a
mobile conference that travelled across South
Africa offering a variety of processes and initiatives
in the build up to the 17th United Nations
Conference of the Parties or COP17, a global
climate change conference. The impetus behind
this project was to ensure that citizens across
South Africa would not be excluded from this huge
event that was taking place in December 2011, in
Durban, KwaZulu-Natal. Through a series of
meetings and workshops a group of different
volunteers from COPART (a collective of artists,
scientists, activists and other citizens, established
two years prior) came together to create an
artistic and novel approach to environmental
education and justice that would travel on the train
from town to town, and offer citizens in each town
to participate in this mobile exchange.
The team included three visual artists, a film maker
working with children, two photographers, three
writers, a theatre troupe consisting of three

practitioners, a poet, and a rotating group of
different environmental educators from different
regions of the country, and a social sculpture
practitioner conducting the Earth Forum. The train
itself consisted of a total of 10 carriages.
The first three housed the team, the fourth was
the central meeting room, lounge and writing
room, the fifth was the dining carriage, the sixth
housed the boardroom and open space
classroom, the seventh carriage housed the
cinema and second classroom, the eighth carriage
housed the exhibition room, and the final two
carriages were used for storage and workshop
space, as well as our mobile nursery of indigenous
trees, shrubs and succulents.

Figure 1: Jaques De Silva and Jerry Mntonga perform
the show in a classroom.

We spent approximately two days in each town,
but only a single day in some towns. The
Climate Train travelled at night, and rested in
11

the town station during the day, with activities
usually happening on the station platforms or
nearby the station. The Train ran for 44 days,
and visited 17 different towns in South Africa,
eventually ending its journey in Durban, at the
COP17 negotiations, where it became a venue
for further education projects, and a meeting/
exchange platform

The climate Train contributed to a wide
Figure 2: Craig Morris, actor-facilitator,
demonstrates the Energy Bike/'Time Travel

spectrum educational awareness-raising that
explored personal and local approaches to
sustainable development, and to GHG emission
reduction. The theatre troupe for example:
“WELL WORN THEATRE COMPANY” had various
embodied participatory activities that explored
the relationship between food choice,
consumerism, energy, transport, water usage,
and GHG emissions.
In South Africa, we found that a GHG reduction
focus was far too abstract a concept to
explore with communities which were
struggling with drought, or landlessness, or
drug/alcohol abuse. Yet when we explored
their particular personal struggles in their
community, connections were made to it's
global effect. With the 'Earth Junkies' project
on the train, which mainly worked with children,

we found this connection between local and
global impact to be deeply transformative,
through the lens of a character "MOTHER
EARTH".
As part of the Train's goal was to promote,
explore and expand what it would mean to
citizens to embrace the rights of nature, and to
help encourage an open public platform to
explore the development of a draft African
People's Charter for the Rights of Mother
Earth that contributes to the Universal
Declaration of Rights for Mother Earth
developed in Bolivia in 2010. The charter was
developed by Enact International and drafted
by renowned environmental lawyer Cormac
Cullinan to be offered as a document to start a
new conversation in South Africa. The children
added to the charter by sharing their 'promise'
or 'pledge' to Mother Earth, through drawing
an image and sharing their vision. Many of the
children could link their personal agency to
global impact, and GHG emissions, reflecting
that the process, conversations and exchange
in the Earth Junkies practice, provided real
awareness of the scale and interconnectivity of
the climate issue.
The AMBUSH Guerilla Gardening initiative on
the train was highly successful in exploring
issues of deforestation, carbon sequestration
and GHG emissions, yet did this through a
novel participatory approach.
On the train we travelled with two carriages full
of indigenous trees, fruit and nut trees, and
vegetable seedlings. The AMBUSH team would
work with local children and adults alike in the
towns we visited, and create 'pop-up' gardens
in the town, using sidewalks, traffic circles, and
other public land. Through their process they
listened and explored the current knowledge
that existed in the community, gauging this,
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they crafted unique educational responses for
each community. This was a highly successful
initiative and received incredible feedback
from participants. Many of which have gone
on to start their own guerrilla gardening and
urban greening initiatives in their home towns.
There was no specifically developed
methodology to measure or estimate GHG
emission reductions, however we did develop a
series of methodologies that explore the
existing knowledge that exists in participants
we met along the journey. Sometimes these
processes allowed for indigenous forms of
monitoring to emerge. All the projects on the
train followed a collective ethos, to listen and

explore personal knowledge before expanding
on this knowledge. This meant that we have
developed several methodological forms which
create the opportunity for intuitive forms of
knowing and indigenous forms of knowledge to
emerge and contribute to not only GHG
emission reduction, but to climate change
adaptation and to innovation in sustainable
development. These methodologies were all
trans-disciplinary and moved between theatre,
film, social learning, social sculpture, action
research, experiential learning, among other
new forms.
Contact email address:
armadylan@gmail.com

Education for People and Planet:
Creating sustainable futures for all
“The Global Education Monitoring Report
The Incheon Declaration aﬃrmed the
mandate of the GEM Report as the
mechanism for monitoring and reporting on
the fourth global goal on education as well as
on education targets in the other Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
The 2016 GEM Report is the first of a new 15year series. It shows that education will not
deliver its full potential to catapult the world
forward unless participation rates dramatically
improve, learning becomes a lifelong pursuit
and education systems fully embrace
sustainable development.
The Monitoring part of the GEM Report
discusses the complex links between SDG 4
on education and the other 16 SDGs. The
thematic part presents compelling arguments
as to the types of education and learning that
are vital for achieving other SDGs.”

Download this report here: http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0024/002457/245752e.pdf
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FEATURES
Case Studies for UNECCC, UNESCO & CEE
Eco-Schools: Climate Action Project
Avril Wilkinson
Eco-Schools: WESSA, South Africa

The other WESSA's schools based programme
under which there is a very strong energy and
climate mitigation focus is the Eskom Energy
and Sustainability Programme run by SAGSI/
Eco-Schools partnership HSBC Climate Action
Project/ Climate Action Programme (CAP)/
"Eco-Schools Energy Busters"-almost every
school across South Africa that is part of the
Eco School programme has an energy related
project that they are involved in under the EcoSchools theme "Resource Use"
Objectives: Linking youth led action taking
within a whole school development framework
of change.
Activities: Energy auditing/ monitoring/
energy action projects to reduce energy use,
including awareness raising campaigns at
school through celebration of "special"
environmental days like Earth hour etc
Awareness and Green-House-Gases
Emission Reduction Asked to describe how
educational/awareness-raising activities led to/are
expected to lead to Green-House-Gases (GHGs)
emission reductions, it was noted that awareness
raising alone cannot reduce GHG emissions the EE/ESD community is applying various
ways of working with people to enable the

process of enquiry based learning and practice
based learning for change. Eco-Schools follow
this methodology within a whole school focus
such that the learners learn in class about the
importance of reducing GHGs emissions, the
causes, our role (anthropogenic), undertake
action based learning (energy monitoring,
research projects etc) and then undertake
practical changes at their schools. This is a
whole school focus linking the "hidden curriculum"
of the school campus with the formal school
curriculum.
Method of measure or estimate GHG
emission reductions We use carbon
calculators that have been produced by partner
organisations such as project 90x2030 as well
as educational resources such as the Carbon
footprint toolkit available through Sharenet.
Reference
http://www.wessa.org.za/what-we-do/schoolsprogramme/eskom-wessa-energyand-sustainability-programme.htm
Contact email address:
ecoschools@wessa.co.za
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FEATURES
Case Studies for UNECCC, UNESCO & CEE
Stepping Up to Sustainability through
‘Climate Choice Practices’ and Social
Media: A Developing Case Study
Jim Taylor
WESSA, South Africa

Duration: 2011-2014
Location: South Africa wide
City: Multiple
Introduction
Despite growing awareness, human-caused
environmental degradation was probably higher
in 2014 than in any other year in history! This
article shares approaches to social change that
seek to go further than awareness-raising. The
focus of this work is on 'close and local',
practice-based change that all participate in, to
reduce the negative impact our life-styles have
on Earth. Essentially the approach is based on
offering a wide range of change-choices that
people can select and experiment with.
Stepping up to Sustainability is a project which
the Wildlife and Environment Society of South
Africa (WESSA) is undertaking in partnership
with USAID and Rhodes University. The project
offers participants the chance to explore and
try out 'change choice practices' and is finding
that hundreds of people are making more
sustainable life-style choices! Supported by
social media technologies, these 'change
choices' are giving impetus to a programme of

sustainability practices, innovation and the
sharing of sustainability stories.
Instead of dwelling on the negative effects of
our actions (our 'carbon footprints') we are
finding that positive actions (which we refer
to as 'handprints' for sustainability) are far
more satisfying and effective in transforming
our work and life-style choices for a more
sustainable world. As we explore such
approaches we are inviting others to contribute
to, and advise us about this work (see for
example, Taylor and Westerman, 2013).
Our everyday practices
Every day we eat food, drink water, use energy
and travel, produce waste and use (benefit
from) biodiversity (the foundation of life on
Earth). How we go about these five common
practices impacts on our environment and, as
the number of people living on Earth rapidly
increases the detrimental impact is growing
exponentially. Creative public participation in
processes of change, to reduce human impact
on nature's resources ('ecological
infrastructure,' or the 'infrastructure' that
supports life on Earth), are more and more
15

critical in our modern age. Well-informed
processes of change are needed to develop a
more sustainable society, 'green' economies
and more resilient communities.
Through Stepping up to Sustainability
participants are encouraged to reduce the
impact of livelihood practices by exercising
better 'change choice practices'. As people
take up 'change choices' across common daily
activities many are reporting their experiences
through social media. When used to share
stories of change, the social media offers a
networked structure that enables a wider
sharing of sustainability ideas and practices. A
repertoire of practical change choices is thus
emerging for participants to select and engage
in their daily lives. This approach differs from
more traditional approaches to environmental
communication where the emphasis is on
awareness creation and attitude change with
the expectation that behaviour change will
follow. This widely held conventional wisdom
has not been verified by reputable research.
Fien (2003, 14) notes that 'among the most
successful [environmental education]
programmes are those that avoid the belief
that awareness leads to understanding,
understanding leads to concern, and concern
motivates the development of skills and action'.
'Change choice practices' : learning to
change
As noted above a traditional approach to
bringing about change emphasises
environmental awareness and attitude change.
Unfortunately, this orientation focuses on the
individual and is very much an intellectual
process. It can also emphasise a power
gradient from those who know, to those whose
attitudes they seek to change. This may lead to
a sense of alienation in participants whose
prior knowledge and understanding is not

engaged with or taken seriously. While it is
important to work with individuals towards lifestyle choices, the larger context of their peers
and associates is very significant. Individuals
and communities function together, and as
such, social change must be addressed in a
community context rather than in a narrow,
individual, manner.
Workshops that support the choices we
can make
Through Stepping up to Sustainability,
sustainable life-style choices are
offered both to workshop facilitators and
participants alike. Early research findings
indicate that where the workshop facilitator is
personally adopting and experimenting with the
subject matter (the 'change choice practices'),
and setting an example, then workshop
participants are more likely to take the
practices seriously and try them out for
themselves (Wayne Peddie, per sonal
communication). This work emphasises a
'practice-based orientation,' (Kemmis, 2012)
and, while environmental understanding is a
prerequisite, the actual practices are
emphasised rather than simply 'awareness
raising'.
Participants often begin their exploration of
sustainability practices by visiting and
exploring a 'sustainability commons' or place
where tangible 'low-carbon' technologies are
being used and experimented with. A
'Sustainability Commons' may be described as
any place where a diverse collection of
sustainability-focused technologies and tools
are being experimented with and used locally
for the education and benefit of the
community and the environment.
The 'Stepping up' methodology may then be
followed and this involves seven optional steps.
The first step invites participants to interact
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through social media and an information portal
has been constructed that offers a range of
opportunities through which information is
shared using 'sms' technology. The second
step is an opportunity to share through local
forums where innovations and sustainable living
practices may be explored and shared. The
third step includes a presentation which draws
on issues and risks of sustainability and the
Stockholm Resilience Centre's 'Planetary
Boundaries' concept. The planetary boundaries
are the boundaries to life on Earth, and human
activities are currently exceeding several
boundaries (such as the use of fresh water)
which in turn creates risks for future life.
A selection of options are available to all
participants through which they can choose the
'change choices' they would like to focus on.
These are provided on simple z-fold hand-outs
that relate to each choice. These options are
either 'good' (easy and convenient),
'better' (moderately difficult) or 'best' (most
difficult, time-consuming and usually most
expensive).
Concluding thoughts
Through Stepping up to Sustainability, raising
awareness is only a small part of the learning
process. More impor tantly, people are
encouraged to explore their lifestyle choices
and consider practices that may have a
positive, rather than negative, impact on the
natural resource base. The Stepping Up
framework thus supports participants to begin
with their own situation and progressively make
selective choices. This often leads to a
developing sense of pride and accomplishment
in the choices they are making. In Development
as Freedom, Amartya Sen describes how
people have 'freedoms' which they can exercise
in different contexts. In South Africa frequent
power failures curtail our sense of freedom and

can be very inconvenient, especially when one
is facing work deadlines and the computer's
battery is flat! Photovoltaic or direct-current
energy sources can be a temporary solution
where the freedom to choose is not externally
sourced, from the energy provider, but can be
exercised at a local level.
This work is loosely based on the 'nudge'
research experience (Thaler & Sunstein,
2008). The nudge research shows that while
it is not difficult to change people's attitudes
to the environment, behaviour change is
unlikely to follow when using the traditional
awareness-based approaches to change.
Globally, awareness videos such as Al Gore's
An Inconvenient Truth achieved enormous
popularity (and even helped him to win a
Nobel Prize), but unfortunately the sought
after change for more sustainable living is not
following to any great extent.
Nudge research, however, goes on to explain
that situations can be structured ahead of time
in ways through which individuals are
progressively able to select better, more
sustainable life-style options. The Stepping up
to Sustainability project offers people the
freedom to choose the most beneficial option,
and these choices are supported with a series
of z-fold handouts which are available from
Share-Net (2013).
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“We are living in a world
characterized by change, complexity
and paradox. These changes signal
the emergence of a new global
context for learning that has vital
implications for education. It
requires that we revisit the purpose
of education and the organization of
learning. The complexity of today’s
world requires a comprehensive
approach to education policy
embedded in a better understanding
of the way in which knowledge is
created, controlled, disseminated,
acquired, validated and used. It also
requires further development of the
ethical principles that govern
education and knowledge as
common goods.”

Download this document here: http://www.unesco.org/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/FIELD/
Cairo/images/RethinkingEducation.pdf
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FEATURES
Case Studies for UNECCC, UNESCO & CEE
Well Worn Theatre Company’s Climate
Action Programme
Kyla Davies
Well Worn Theatre Company, South Africa

Objectives: A theatre production and
interactive workshop for schools in South
Africa that forms part of our Climate Change
Action Programme. The objective of this
project is to create dynamic, participatory
forms of Environmental Education for schools,
which provide embodied, narrative driven,
experiential learning. As the climate issue is
very nuanced and broad in developing
countries such as South Africa, the stories
needed to reflect these and be contextual to
the climate issues facing South Africa.
Activities:
The Programme consists of 3 visits to the
school:
A pre-meeting with teachers, staff and parents
in which the issues and importance of Climate
Change, Global Warming and 'what you can do
to help' are discussed. The Play (aimed at
gr ades 3-7), in which lear ner s will
comprehensively gain knowledge of a number
of concepts including Climate Change, Global
Warming, Greenhouse Gasses and Energy
Efficiency. A Follow-On session a month or so
later in which the characters from the show
return for a visit to see how the school and

pupils are getting on with their energy-saving
promises.
We decided to sandwich the play between these
two meetings because we do not want our
message to go in one ear and out the other.
The most important point regarding the
programme (and the message of the play) is
sustainability: in thought and deed. We are
encouraging the kids, teachers and schools to
change their behaviour and to rethink their
whole approach towards energy and waste and
our collective impact on the earth. We therefore
have several visits to the school in order to
support that behaviour change. We find the play
to be very effective in communicating a
complicated subject to children. They come
away with an increased awareness of Climate
Change; all the difficulties surrounding the issue
and, most importantly, feeling empowered to do
something about it.
It is our intention to never leave a school feeling
gloomy and helpless but rather inspired and
positive and motivated that they can turn this
challenge into an opportunity for growth and
positive personal, social, environmental and
economic development. Past productions
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produced by Well Worn Theatre include: 'Planet
B' directed by Helen Iskander, which received a
mention for excellence in creating inspiring ecotheatre at the Handspring/Out The Box Festival
Awards in 2011; and 'The Baobab' which
received a Standard Bank Ovation Award at
National Arts Festival in 2014.

Asked to describe how such educational/
awareness-raising activities led to/are
expected to lead to GHG emission reductions; it
was noted that this play toured to over 100
primary schools in Gauteng including both socalled privileged and under-privileged schools
and was seen by over 30 000 learners and
their teachers. Children not only explored
GHGs r eduction pr actices, but also
adaptations considerations as the climate
changes in their communities.
Methodology/approach to measure or estimate
GHG emission reductions
Carbon Footprint models are used, as well as
schools estimates of the total waste production
and energy consumption.

Figure 3: Brakpan Learners watch a production
of Well Worn's educational play the 'Pollution
Revolution' under the trees.

In partnership with Dark Laugh Theatre, Well
Worn also drummed up 'The Lost Couple' and
'The Grannies', a family of giant-headed mask
characters who through random and surreal
appearances throughout the country have
developed an unexpectedly popular following.
Activist work includes: 'The Climate Justice
Hearings: A Mock Trial' commissioned by
Earthlife Africa JHB and Oxfam, as well as 'The
Climate Refugees', a site-specific walkabout
performance commissioned by the Sci-Bono
Centre and University of South Africa (UNISA).

Conclusion
It can be seen from these four case study
surveys that there is climate change education
emergent in South Africa that its
transdisciplinary, relies on multiple genres and
contains several facets. In each project there is
careful engagement with contextually locating
the learning, and for reflexive exchange
between citizens. In all the projects we can see
an amalgamation of both climate change
adaptation with mitigation, with the flexible and
nuanced sensibility.
Contact email address:
kylalliandavis@gmail.com
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FEATURES
University of Zambia Environmental
Education Students Install the First Pilot
Water Harvesting System
Abigail Mwansa Mwendalubi Handema, Kama Ngwenya, Letisha Kamaloni,
Robert Muleya & Gift Mola (EE Students)
University of Zambia, Zambia

The first ever rainwater harvesting system has
been installed at the University of Zambia,
School of Education. The system was
installed by four th year Environmental
Education students under the supervision of
Manoah Muchanga. The pilot project was
justified by rampant loss of rainwater at the
University despite having the capacity to
harvest it on a large scale. Through a baseline
survey, it was observed that the University of
Zambia, and School of Education in particular,
has great potential to harvest rainwater.
However, this potential has not been fully
explored. For example school of Education
alone loses approximately over 30000 cubic
metres of rain water every rainy season, which
if harvested, would among other things, help
curb some short term erratic water supply
within the institution and reduce water-based
riots among students.

partial fulfilment of the requirement for their
continuous assessment in Environmental
Project Management course (EED 430), but
also as a demonstration of action based
learning process.
Once the project undergoes success-full
monitoring and evaluation, it will be done on a
large scale within the school and entire
university as well as the community. The
project has the support of the Vice Chancellor,
the Registrar, the Dean's office in the School
of Education and the resident engineer's
department of the Institution.

Rainwater harvesting system is progressively
becoming a part of the sustainable water
management measures and a best practice in
ESD.
The project was strategically proposed by
Environmental Education students, not only as a
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FEATURES
Implications of the Global Action
Programme on the Southern African ESD
Community: Some Key Points from
Okayama, Japan
Tsepo Mokuku

GAP provides five priority action areas, as
well as activities that could be undertaken in
relation to the areas that seek to generate
and scale-up concrete actions in ESD. There is
also a provisional structure. The policy
frameworks, related to the ESD, are largely in
place in many of our African countries. But
there are some countries that still have to
advance theirs. The following are the priority
action areas that
GAP focuses on, which can guide countries to
develop an ESD policy framework.
1. Advancing policy: Mainstream ESD into both
education and sustainable development
policies, to create an enabling environment for
ESD and to bring about systemic change.
2. Transforming learning and training
environments: Integrate sustainability principles
into education and training settings.
3. Building capacities of educators and
trainers: Increase the capacities of educators
and trainers to more effectively deliver ESD.

4. Empowering and mobilising youth: Multiply
ESD actions among youth.
5. Accelerating sustainable solutions at local
level: At community level, scale up ESD
programmes and multi-stakeholder ESD
networks
Possible activities for the GAP that can address
the priority areas are:
•
Contextualisation of the GAP at regional
and national levels. For example, the 2015
EEASA conference had a strong thematic focus
on the GAP.
•
Reach out to policy and decision makers
at all levels (Ministries, Parliamentarians, and
Head of institutions) through a systematic
consultation
•
Engage youth at all levels: those in
schools and out of school.
•
Share the GAP with stakeholders
•
Use RCEs structures to share the GAP
document since the strength of RCEs is that
they includes a number of stakeholders.
•
Hold meetings and workshops with the
ministries of education.
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•
Hold meetings/workshops with teacher
professional networks and unions.

These were presented at the Nagoya meeting
as EEASA’s commitment to the GAP.
To strengthen the scaling of education for
sustainable development through the five
priority areas, UNESCO established Partner
Networks of the Global Action Programme.
EEASA was subsequently selected as a Member
of the Partner Network 3: Building capacities of
educators and trainers.
“Who are the members of the Partner
Networks?

Fig. 4: Interaction at the Japan Meeting

EEASA COMMITMENTS TO THE UNESCO
GAP
EEASA was represented by our President, Prof.
MJ Kethoilwe at the November 2014 UNESCO
GAP meeting in JAPAN through the auspice of
UNESCO Namibia office. A round robin was
made with key partners and institutions in the
region to ascertain EEASA commitments to the
GAP.

The Partner Networks consist of 80 major ESD
stakeholders from all regions of the world with
extensive outreach capacity and the ability to
innovate and have major impact on ESD.
UNESCO selects the members of the Partner
Networks based on the GAP Launch
Commitments received from stakeholders.”
http://en.unesco.org/gap/partner-networks
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ANNOUNCEMENTS &
NOTICES
Environmental Education Association of Southern
Africa (EEASA) Conference: 2016

The Environmental Education Association of Southern Africa (EEASA) conference is a very important
annual event for environmental learning and education for sustainable development in Southern Africa. It
has over the years proved to be a vital forum for practitioners, officials and funders from Africa and beyond
to share ideas, reflect on their practices, extend their frameworks and networks, and strengthen
environmental education initiatives within and between their respective countries. The conference presents
an ideal opportunity for all practitioners of environmental education to showcase and open up for
discussion their projects, programmes and practices with regional and international partners, and highlight
the importance of sustained support for this work to institutions and agencies in Southern Africa, including
local, provincial and national governments.
EEASA 2016 provides a unique opportunity for all participants to challenge their understanding of ESD,
reflect on their EE practices and build creative ideas of how to more substantively foster ESD within their
classrooms, communities and in all aspects of work and life. Participants will be exposed to a variety of
strategies to improve teaching and learning in a variety of contexts. The conference programme is thus
designed to empower participants both theoretically and practically. EEASA 2016 endeavours to provide
active participation of all attendees, lively discussions and a meaningful exchange of ideas with other
participants on ESD and environmental education practice.
24

Conference Theme
“ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY EDUCATION AND
TRAINING TO MEET THE POST-2015 SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS".
The theme responds to the post UN decade of Education for Sustainable Development as well as the
coming to an end of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) whilst at the same time acknowledging the
imminent need to meet the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The Conference will focus on critical environment and sustainable development issues with particular
attention paid to how different stakeholders and entities, both public and private, participate in the
undertaking of activities aimed at the realisation of the future we want. The main rationale for hosting the
EEASA conference is to motivate local and regional stakeholders and entities to scale up education and
training initiatives in the implementation of the Rio+20 outcomes as well as the post UNDESD Global Action
Programme (GAP) enshrined in the Nagoya Declaration adopted in Japan in 2015.
The Conference sub-themes:
1. Advancing EE and ESD policy for environmental education, ESD, training and skills planning and
development.
2. Integrating sustainability practices into education and training environments (such as schools,
universities, colleges and other training institutions, faith based and community-based places of learning).
3. Increasing the capacity of educators and trainers (and those who train for education and training
interventions).4. Beyond the green economy: educating and learning for green workplaces in a green
society.
5. Empowering and mobilising youth involvement in sustainability practices - supporting their transition into
green jobs, green entrepreneurial opportunities and involvement in shaping and creating sustainable
societies and economies.
6. Support community-based ESD programmes (Encouraging local communities, municipal authorities,
business and industry) to work together to develop sustainability practices.
7. Sharing and problematising methodologies for researching EE/ESD.
Accommodation Arrangements
The Aviator Hotel will be the main accommodation for delegates during the conference. The hotel has
several accommodation options, ranging from typical hotel rooms where you have two people sharing to
single rooms. Delegates that will be flying will use the shuttle service provided at the O.R. Tambo
International Airport which will drop them off at the conference centre. Delegates who will be using private
accommodation will have to organise their own transport.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
EEASA 2016 Key Note Speakers
Margarita Pavlova is a member of the Department of
International Education and Lifelong Learning at the Hong Kong
Institute of Education. She is internationally recognised for her
work in Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET)
for economic and social development and “Greening” of
educational policy and curriculum development in TVET in
developing countries and countries in transition.

Lesley Le Grange is distinguished Professor in the Faculty

of Education at Stellenbosch University, South Africa. In
environmental education his current research interests are
critically ‘analysing’ sustainability and its relationship to education;
developing Ubuntu as an environmental ethic and exploring its
implications for education.
In curriculum studies his interest is in exploring the nexus of
currere, ubuntu and post-humanist theory.

Isaac Gina Dladla is a Director for Policy Planning, Research and
Information at the Swaziland Environment Authority. He is a lead
government advisor on all Environment Policy issues including Sustainable
Development. He is the current coordinator of the Swaziland Regional
Centre of Expertise on Education for Sustainable Development, a United
Nations University initiative for sharing expertise on Sustainable
Development issues globally among Universities, State Agencies and Civic
Society organisations. He is also the Chairperson of the Steering
Committee for the Development of the Third National Communication and
the Intended Nationally Determined Commitments (INDC) to the UNFCCC.

David O. Kronlid is an Associate Professor of Ethics and

lecturer in Education, he has studied Environmental
Ethics, ecofeminism, and holistic mobility with a focus on its
existential, ethical and environmental ethical aspects. Recently his
research focuses on Climate Change justice, mobility and
education for sustainable development.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Invitation to Attend the 34th Annual EEASA
Conference
Important Dates
Arrival
Conference
Departure

2nd October, 2016
3rd – 6th October 2016
6th October 2016

Key Conference Activities
The following will form part of the conference:
•
Keynote presentations
•
Short paper presentation (15mins)
•
Workshops
•
Showcasing of sustainability practices
•
Round table discussions
•
Poster Presentation

Email: info@eeasaconference2016.co.za
Contacts: Ulisha van der Merwe
Conference Administrator (for any
information on the conference):
FOR MORE INFORMATION LOOK AT http://
www.eeasaconference2016.co.za/
www.facebook.com/sadc.eesa

Excursions
Planned excursions for the conference will be inspired by the theme of the conference, hence there
will be scientific tours on Thursday, the 6th.
Conference Fees
All Inclusive Registration Fee (EEASA Membership, Conference Material, Standard
Hotel
Accommodation, & Meals for 4 nights, Local Transport and Conference Functions – Check in
Sunday, check out Thursday. Delegates are therefore advised to start early to source their own
funds to attend the conference. http://eeasaconference2016.co.za/registration/
BANKING DETAILS
Bank: Personal Trust Nominees Capital A/c Nedbank South
Africa, Cape Town, St Georges Mall
Branch Code: 100909
Account No: 1009308599
Swift Code: NEDSZAJJ
Ref: DEL20 and your ID or passport number
*Please note DEL20 and your ID or passport number is compulsory under the ref section when you making
payment. Your completed registration form and proof of payment should be faxed to +27866774785 or emailed
to: registration@eeasaconference2016.co.za
Once this has been received a confirmation email will be sent to you which you should bring with you, along with
your proof of payment, to the conference.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Call for bids to host:
the Environmental Education Association of Southern
Africa (EEASA) Conference (2018 and 2019)
The Environmental Education Association of Southern Africa (EEASA) has successfully held annual
conferences since 1982. EEASA conferences provide a platform for practitioners to share and
learn together; to propose and support campaigns to strengthen environment and sustainability
education; to build and support scholarship in environmental education and to strengthen the local
networks on environmental education and related sectors.
As a voluntary association run by an elected Council of EEASA members, the Association uses its
annual conferences to strengthen awareness on environment and sustainability education, engage
with and promote the regional voice on global environment and sustainability related issues,
enhance political buy-in for environment and sustainability education, and strengthen the
membership drive in the countries where they are held. For this reason, attempt has been made to
encourage most of the southern African countries to host the conference. Conferences have been
hosted by a variety of institutions and organisations in southern African countries including
Botswana, Malawi, Namibia, Swaziland, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe. EEASA has also
successfully hosted the World Environmental Education Congress.
The EEASA Council is inviting member states to submit bids to host the Environmental Education
Association Conference for 2017 and 2018, respectively. Guidelines for bidding and hosting are
available from the EEASA Website: www.eeasa.org.za or can be requested from the EEASA
Secretary on eeasa@eeasa.org.za

The Environmental Education Association of Southern Africa (EEASA)
Council is inviting member states to submit bids to host the EEASA
conferences for 2018 and 2019, respectively.
Guidelines for bidding and hosting are available from the EEASA
Website: www.eeasa.org.za or
can be requested from the EEASA Secretary on
eeasa@eeasa.org.za
conferences@eeasa.org.za
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Ketlhoilwe
University of Botswana
P.O Box 60178
Gaborone, BOTSWANA
Tel +267 355 5097
Fax +267 318 5096
president@eeasa.org.za
SECRETARY GENERAL
Ms. Mumsie Gumede
EEASA Secretariat
C/o Environmental Learning
Research Centre,
Rhodes University,
Po Box 94, Grahamstown, 6140,
SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 46 603 7473
Fax:+27 86 425 9102
eeasa@eeasa.org.za
TREASURER
Ms. Chama Mwansa
National Council for Construction
P..O. Box 39548
Lusaka
ZAMBIA
Dr Alex Kanyimba
Department of Education
University of Namibia, Windhoek
NAMIBIA

PUBLICATIONS: BULLETIN
Mr. Manoah Muchanga University
of Zambia,
P.O. Box 32379,
Lusaka, ZAMBIA
Cell: +260-978-156-869
Cell: +260-964-694-121
Prof. Wapula Raditloaneng
University of Botswana
Faculty of Education
Private Bag 00702
Gaborone, BOTSWANA
Tel : +267 355 2066
Cell : +26772474403
raditloa@mopipi.ub.bw

EX OFFICIO
Dr. Justin Kalaba Lupele
Plot 2374, Farmers Village,
ZNFU Complex,
Showgrounds Area,
Lusaka, ZAMBIA
Office: +260.211.368101
Cell: +260.971252490
lupelejustin@gmail.com

Dr. Ntha Silo University of
Botswana P.O.Box 00702
Gaborone BOTSWANA
Tel: +267 355 2993
Fax +267 318 5096
Cell: +267 75195329
silon@mopipi.ub.bw

EEASA NODES
Ms. Brenda Andimignon /
Mr. Tich Pesenayi
C/o Environmental Learning
Research Centre,
Rhodes University,
Po Box 94, Grahamstown, 6140,
SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 46 603 7473
Fax:+27 86 425 9102

CONFERENCES
Mr Caleb Mandikonza
EEASA Secretariat
C/o Environmental Learning
Research Centre,
Rhodes University,
Po Box 94, Grahamstown, 6140,
SOUTH AFRCIA
Tel: +27 46 603 7473
Fax:+27 86 425 9102

MEMBERSHIP
Mr. Dick Kachilonda
C/o Environmental Learning
Research Centre,
Rhodes University,
Po Box 94, Grahamstown, 6140,
SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 46 603 7473
Fax:+27 86 425 9102
eeasa@eeasa.org.za
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Educator Lapalala Wilderness
School
social_media@eeasa.org.za
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Guidelines for EEASA
Bulletin contributors
1. Any contributions relating to environmental education are welcome. These may include articles, reports
from EE projects, working groups or local networks, activity ideas, resource reviews, letters, requests,
comments, drawings, photographs or creative writing. Please note that this Bulletin focuses on
Environmental Education. Articles about environmental topics (such as mining, agriculture, water
pollution, hunting etc.) must have a clear and substantial focus on the educational dimension of that
topic.
2. Articles will be accepted in any southern African official language. If articles are written in a language
other than English, please provide a short English summary.
3. Please write articles in a smooth-flowing style suitable for a magazine. Avoid using the format of a
research report or assignment.
4. Please have the article carefully proofread for spelling, language and typing errors before submitting it
for publication.
5. In order for readers to contact you please include your name, e-mail address and telephone and fax
numbers.
6. Editing will be kept to a minimum. However, where the readability or meaning of an article is unclear,
the editors reserve the right to edit the text.
7. Please e-mail articles as EEASA now works with electronic copies only.
8. Please provide a complete reference list if authors or publications are referred to in your article.
Provide surname and initial of author, the title of the article and journal or book, name of publisher, date
and place of publication.
9. You are encouraged to include good quality diagrams, drawings, cartoons, photographs and logos to
enhance the text.
10. While original articles are preferred, articles published elsewhere will be accepted if they are of
particular interest to readers. Contributors are responsible for obtaining permission to reprint such
articles to ensure that copyright is not infringed. The editor should be informed as to the source of the
article, so this can be acknowledged.
11. Articles should not exceed 4 typed pages using 11 Arial or 12 Times New Roman or 12 Calibri.
Please send all contributions to:
EEASA Secretariat
eeasa@eeasa.org.za
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sadc.eesa?ref=hl
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EEASA 2016
Johannesburg, South Africa
3-6 October 2016

Thank you to the LOC 2016, and all the members who helped to
make this event memorable!
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WESSA Share-Net

People,
Places and
Publica6ons for
Environmental Educa6on
WESSA Share-Net is a South African based informal networking project that supports
environmental educa6on in the SADC region. In the quest for living and working more
sustainably, we have printed this bulle6n using non-toxic ink that is derived from
soya. We use a wet ink process that requires no metallic toner or energy demanding
heat, and solar energy, from current sunlight, rather than a fossil-fuel based, energy
source.
For more informa6on, contact WESSA Share-Net, PO Box 394, Howick, 3290, South
Africa.
Tel: + 27 (0)33 3303931 ext 2124/2144, e-mail: sharenet@wessa.co.za; website:
www.wessa.org.za
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